Bootstrap methods are increasingly accepted as one of the common approaches in constructing confidence intervals in bibliometric studies. Typical bootstrap methods assume that the statistical population is infinite. When the statistical population is finite, a correction needs to be applied in computing the estimated variance of the estimators and thus constructing confidence intervals. We investigate the effect of overlooking the finiteness assumption of the statistical population using a dataset containing all articles in Web of Science (WoS) for Delft University of Technology from 2006 until 2009. We regard the data as our finite statistical population and consider simple random samples of various sizes. Standard bootstrap methods are firstly employed in accounting for the variability of the estimates, as well as constructing the confidence intervals. The results unveil two issues, namely that the variability in the estimates does not decrease to zero as the sample size approaches the population size and that the confidence intervals are not valid. Both issues are addressed when accounting for a finite population correction in the bootstrap methods.
and the nature of the target population, as emphasized in Nane (2016) as a comment to Williams & Bornmann (2016) . Though implicit, numerous statistical populations in citation analysis are assumed to be infinite, albeit data on publications or researchers. The target population can also be regarded as a underlying stochastic process, whose realizations are observable and constitute a statistical population, see, for example Claveau (2016) . The concept of super-population emerges therefore naturally. Finite target populations arise in numerous applications, for example in survey analysis, biology, management, etc. When the target population is finite, the statistical methods need to be adapted. Hajek (1960 Hajek ( , 1981 has initiated the work on the finite population statistics and provided important asymptotic results, as well as advanced the idea of sampling within finite populations. This study follows the discussion on the paper of Williams & Bornmann (2016) . In the comment, Nane (2016) drew attention on the particularity of the data at hand, that is the finite population and the necessary correction implied by this assumption. The purpose of this study is twofold. First of all, several techniques of performing bootstrap are considered. Results are investigated and conclusions are drawn based on the variability of the estimates and confidence intervals with respect to length and accuracy. Secondly, we will investigate the effect of not taking into account the finiteness of the population and we will, in turn, account for the finiteness of the population at hand. The study relies on the Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) data, that is all the articles from Web of Science (WoS) for which at least one author is affiliated to TU Delft, as collected for Leiden Ranking 2011/2012. We will perform a simulation study where the data at hand will act as the statistical, finite, population and various samples, using a simple random sampling without replacement will be drawn from this population. The 6224 articles in our data have been published between 2006 and 2009 and their citations have been counted until the end of 2010. The citation performance of the articles are evaluated using two well-known indicators, MNCS and PP(top 10%). MNCS is the average of the field-normalized citation score of each publication. PP(top 10%) accounts for the proportion of publications that are in the top 10% most cited in their field. More details about the indicators can be found in Waltman et al. (2012) . The population MNCS is 1.275, that is the average of the field-normalized citation scores of the TU Delft publications is 1.275, which is higher than the world average and the PP(top 10%) is 13.7%, which asserts that 13.7% of TU Delft's publications are in the top 10% most cited publications in their field. These values will be regarded as the true parameter values and compared with estimates and confidence intervals resulting from various bootstrap methods. The paper is organized in three subsequent sections. The following section describes the methods used for our analysis. It includes and compares standard bootstrap methods, as well as the bootstrap methods which account for the finite population. The main results of the analysis are presented in the subsequent section. Finally, the conclusions are drawn and the discussion is carried.
Methods
We investigate the effects of the finite population setting on the estimation of two wellknown citation indicators, MNCS and PP(top 10%), as well as on the construction of confidence intervals. Standard bootstrap methods will be reviewed and compared in the following subsection. The adjustments entailed by the finite population setting will be considered and integrated in bootstrap methods.
Bootstrap methods
Bootstrap has become a standard statistical method for providing a measure of variation for sample estimates and computing confidence intervals. Since it was first advanced by Efron (1979) , numerous bootstrap methods have been proposed. Given an independent and identically distributed sample = { 1 , 2 ,…, n } from an unknown distribution , we are interested in estimating the parameter of the distribution , typically the mean. The estimate of is denoted by ̂, the sample mean estimate of the mean of the distribution. samples, denoted 1 * , 2 * ,…, * , are drawn, with replacement from the initial sample . These samples represent the bootstrap samples and the size of each bootstrap sample is equal to . A bootstrap parameter * is computed for every bootstrap sample * , for = 1, … , .
The variance of the estimator ̂ is estimated by the bootstrap variance estimator. In turn, the bootstrap variance estimator has been shown to converge asymptotically to the sample variance of the bootstrap estimator. This bootstrap methods is also referred to as the nonparametric bootstrap, since no parametric distribution is assumed for . Assuming a certain parametric family for and drawing the bootstrap samples from a parametric distribution where the parameters have been estimated from the sample are often referred to as the parametric bootstrap. We will not include the parametric bootstrap in our analysis. The standard approach for computing confidence intervals is based on the central limit theorem, and uses the sample variance bootstrap estimator and quantiles of th e standard normal distribution. These confidence intervals will be called asymptotic confidence intervals. Confidence intervals can also be constructed based on the percentiles of the bootstrap distribution, suggestively named percentile confidence intervals. The percentiles confidence intervals can be quite inaccurate in the case of skewed distributions. A bias corrected version (BCa) of the bootstrap has been proposed to compute confidence intervals (Efron, 1984) . DiCiccio & Efron (1996) , for example, provide a detailed theoretical analysis of the accuracy of these bootstrap confidence intervals. Though implicit, standard bootstrap methods assume that the statistical population from which the data at hand was sampled is infinite. In the following section, we will see that, in practice, bootstrap methods fail to provide adequate results when this assumption is violated.
Finite population correction
The finite population correction assumes that the population size is known. Let be the population size and let be the sample size. Then the sampling fraction is defined as = / and the finite population correction is given by 1 − , see, for example, Davidson and Hinkley (1997) . If the variance of the bootstrap estimator is denoted by * , then the finite population correction of the variance estimator is (1 − ) * , from where it becomes obvious that it converges to zero, as → . A straightforward bias-adjusted variance estimator is given by * ′ = − − 1 * .
When estimating means, the standard error of the mean for finite populations is given
The second term of the product is often referred to as the finite population correction factor (fpc) and is also used in deriving the standard error of the proportion for finite populations. Finally, it needs to be emphasized that the finite population correction depends on the sampling design. As mentioned beforehand, the employed sampling scheme here is simple random sampling without replacement. If a different sampling design is chosen or has been already employed when collecting the data, then the finite population correction needs to be adjusted accordingly. The question is of course when does the finite population make a significant difference. Davidson and Hinkley (1997) advise to use the finite population correction when ≥ 0.1. That is to say, if < 0.1, then is relatively small compared to and the correction factor can be ignored.
Bootstrap methods for finite populations Several methods have been proposed in the literature for the bootstrap while taking into account the finiteness of the population. Mashreghi, Haziza & Léger (2016) have recently provided a survey of bootstrap methods for finite populations in the context of survey data and for various sampling techniques. We will investigate two bootstrap methods, namely the pseudo-population bootstrap and the direct bootstrap for simple random sampling without replacement. The pseudo-population bootstrap method creates, by resampling, a pseudo-population with the same size as the actual finite population. Bootstrap samples, equally sized as the original sample are subsequently drawn from the resulting pseudo-population. By employing the same sampling design in drawing the bootstrap samples from the pseudopopulation as for drawing the initial sample, the method ensures that the bootstrap variance estimator encompasses the finite population correction factors. The pseudopopulation method has been first proposed by Gross (1980) and several adaptations have been developed ever since. We will employ in our analysis the method proposed by Booth, Butler & Hall (1994) . For comparison reasons, we have also employed the direct bootstrap method for finite populations. Direct bootstrap methods are grouped in a category that does not employ the creation of the pseudo-population but mimic the idea and adjust the original proposal of Efron (1979) , where bootstrap samples are directly drawn from the data at hand. The adjustments are made "so that the bootstrap variability reflects the sampling variability of the original sample design" (Mashreghi, Haziza & Léger, 2016) while accounting for the finite population setting. In the direct method proposed by Sitter (1992) , resamples of smaller size are taken from the initial sample without replacement for a number of times that depends on the size of the original sample and the resample and the finite population correction factor. The bootstrap sample is constructed by concatenating all these resamples. The motivation and technical details, along with two other direct methods are extensively studied in Mashreghi, Haziza & Léger (2016) . A comparison between the direct bootstrap methods and the standard bootstrap proposed by Efron (1979) shows how Efron's bootstrap method, in the absence of a finite population correction factor, leads to an overestimate of the variance. Confidence intervals can be constructed using the same techniques as when using the standard bootstrap methods. Parametric confidence intervals will be constructed, as well as bootstrap-t confidence intervals. The bootstrap-t confidence intervals use quantiles of the bootstrap distribution (̂− θ)/ √̂, where ̂ is an estimate of the variance of the estimator ̂ instead of quantiles of the standard normal distribution. Moreover, we will employ standard percentile confidence intervals that make use of the bootstrap distribution of ̂ * . As noted by Mashreghi, Haziza and Léger (2016) , it is worth mentioning that, in practice, the percentile confidence intervals over-cover the true parameter . This is generated by the overall high dispersion of the bootstrap estimators ̂ * compared to the dispersion of ̂ * − * that is used in computing the bootstrap-t confidence intervals.
Finite population in statistical software packages
The assumption of finite population is usually contained within the survey analysis of the statistical software programs. The finite population correction is included in various statistical software programs as Stata, SAS and R. In Stata, it is included as an option in the survey design functions. SAS also has the finite population correction factor contained within the survey function PROC SURVEYMEANS. R has various packages that account for finite population correction, including survey and PracTools. In Stata, the variance estimation and confidence intervals for finite population are obtained using bootstrap procedure proposed by McCarthy & Snowden (1985) and Rao & Wu (1988) in the class of direct bootstrap methods. The differences between the two methods and the method of Sitter (1992) employed in our analysis are quite technical and can be found in the survey of Mashreghi, Haziza & Léger (2016) . To the best of our knowledge there are no bootstrap methods for finite populations implemented in SAS. In R, the survey package also the direct bootstrap method of Rao & Wu (1988) . To the best of our knowledge, the pseudo-population bootstrap and the direct bootstrap method that we used in our analysis have not been implemented yet in a package in R or elsewhere.
Results
This section includes the analysis of the standard bootstrap method for various sample sizes, as well as two bootstrap methods that allow for the finite population assumption.
Standard bootstrap methods
To study the sample estimates and to compare the different 95% confidence intervals, a sample of size = 100 has been drawn from our statistical population. The table below shows the results for the two indicators, MNCS and PP(top 10%). Obviously these results depend on the particular initial sample, so an analysis of the bootstrap has been performed by repeating the bootstrap procedure for a large number of times. Specifically, for 1000 times, a sample of size 100 has been drawn. The MNCS and PP(top 10%) estimate has been computed, along with the variance of the estimators and the b o o t s t r a p confidence intervals for the 1000 samples. The results are depicted in Table 2 . The average of the estimated variance of the estimator has been obtained by averaging the estimated variances of the two estimators over the bootstrap samples. We note small differences from the estimated variance of the estimator using one sample in Table 1 . The average length provides the average over the length of the confidence intervals obtained from applying the three bootstrap methods. Furthermore, we computed the coverage probability of the confidence intervals. That is, we checked whether the true MNCS and PP(top 10%) values were contained in each resulting confidence interval. We concluded that, for example, the true MNCS values was contained in 907 out of 1000 percentile confidence intervals. Similarly, 958 times was PP(top 10%) true value contained in the BCa confidence intervals. Since we computed 95% confidence intervals, we expect a 95% coverage of the confidence intervals. The results in Table 2 show that the 95% confidence intervals are mostly under-covering the true values. This effect is highly likely to be due to the small sample size. We will hence investigate the coverage probability, as well as the average length and average of the estimated variance of the estimator for larger samples, namely for = 1000. The results in Table 3 show a rapid decrease of the variance of estimators and average length of the confidence intervals as the sample size increases. The average of the estimated variance of the estimators has decreased to less than a half. The average length of the confidence intervals has also decreased considerably. Finally, we notice an increase in the confidence intervals coverage. The high coverage values, which might be interpreted as a very good performance, show that the confidence intervals are conservative and over-cover the true parameter. It also raises a question on the validity if the confidence interval. A confidence interval is said to be valid if the coverage of the interval converges to the true coverage ( of 95% in our case) for a very large number of repetitions of the procedure. When repeating the procedure for a number of times, the coverage probabilities have slightly changed. Furthermore, when repeating the bootstrap methods for increasing sample sizes, the variance of the estimators and the length of the confidence intervals decreases. Since the asymptotic confidence intervals are derived using the variance of the estimator, we will investigate the influence of the sample size on the length of the asymptotic confidence intervals. Figure 1 below depicts the length of the confidence intervals for sample sizes until 4000 observations and for a sample size equal the statistical population of 6224 observations. The two plots show that, although decreasing, the variance of the MNCS estimator and hence the confidence intervals do not decrease to zero, even when the sample size equals the size of the statistical population, as depicted in the right plot. When the sample is, in fact, the statistical population, the estimate is as a matter of fact the true parameter and has zero variance. Nonetheless, this is not reflected by the right plot of Figure 1 . The reason why the variance and hence the length of the confidence intervals is not decreasing to zero is because the sample is assumed to be drawn from an infinite population. A finite population correction therefore needs to be applied. The bootstrap methods that account for finite populations are employed in the following subsection.
Bootstrap methods for finite population
We will use the pseudo-population and the direct method described in the previous section for constructing asymptotic, bootstrap-t and percentile confidence intervals for the MNCS and PP(top 10%) estimators. The results for a simple random sample of size 500 are included in Table 4 . Table 4 . Coverage probability and average length for the asymptotic, bootstrap-t and percentile confidence intervals using the pseudo-population bootstrap (PPB) and the direct bootstrap. We observe similar results in terms of the average length of the intervals for the two bootstrap methods. The coverage of the confidence intervals suggest, in general, a better coverage for the PP(top 10%) than for MNCS. When using the pseudo-population bootstrap, the MNCS seems to be under-covered by the confidence intervals, where the highest coverage probability is 94.9% for the percentile confidence intervals. Using the direct method produces confidence intervals that cover the true MNCS value close to the nominal coverage. For PP(top 10%), the coverage probabilities for the pseudo-population confidence intervals are closer to the nominal value. The closest coverage probabilities to the nominal value, for both MNCS and PP(top 10%), and for both bootstrap methods are obtained by the percentile confidence intervals. Table 5 . Coverage probability and average length for the asymptotic, bootstrap-t and percentile confidence intervals using the pseudo-population bootstrap (PPB) and the direct bootstrap. Table 5 shows the analysis for a simple random sample of 1000 observations. The average length is decreasing when comparing with Table 4 . Nonetheless, the coverage probability fluctuates around the nominal coverage probability of 95%, sustaining the validity of the confidence intervals produced. Once more, the percentile confidence intervals are the closest to the true coverage probability.
To investigate the change in the length of the confidence intervals with respect to the sample size, we performed simulations for sample sizes varying from 100 to the entire statistical population. Figure 2 above shows the length of the asymptotic and percentile confidence intervals using samples with size varying from 100 (leftmost) to 6224, the size of the statistical population. For each sample size, the direct method of Sitter (1992) , the pseudopopulation of Booth, Butler & Hall (1994) and the standard bootstrap method from Davidson & Hinkley (1997) implemented in the statistical R package boot are used to compute confidence intervals. As expected, the length of the confidence intervals decreases as the sample size increases. It is notable however that the standard bootstrap method used by the boot.ci function in R does not decrease to zero.
Conclusions and discussion
The purpose of this study is to draw attention and provide a detailed analysis for the finite populations when bootstrap techniques are employed. The confidence intervals constructed using standard bootstrap techniques have been shown to over-cover the true parameter as the sample size increases. The over-coverage appears for sample sizes of less than 16% of the statistical population. The over-coverage poses serious questions on the validity of the confidence intervals, which need to have a coverage around the nominal value of 95%. The main reason for this phenomenon is that the variability in the estimator does not take into account the finiteness of the population. The analysis shows that the estimated variance of MNCS and PP(top 10%) estimates decreases as the sample size increases. Despite small, the estimates of the variance of MNCS and PP(top 10%) influence significantly the coverage of the confidence intervals. Finite populations depend on the choice of target population and can definitely occur in citation analysis. An example at hand is the use of the bootstrap methods to compute the stability intervals in the Leiden Ranking (Waltman et al., 2012) . All publications of universities in WoS are regarded as the (finite) target population from which samples of size 1000 are drawn, with replacement, in order to compute the stability intervals. It is notable that the widest stability intervals are encountered for universities with the smallest output, of around 1000 publications. On the other hand, for these universities, the samples are the largest with respect to the population size, which should translate into smaller variation of the indicators and hence smaller stability intervals. A finite population correction for the variability of the indicators, as well as bootstrap methods for finite population would account for the relationship between the sample size and the population size.
The results suggest that the finite population correction needs to be incorporated in any proper analysis. Nonetheless, the scarce and limited availability of bootstrap methods for finite populations make the process difficult. Despite the large application of these techniques, they are contained in packages and functions devoted to survey analysis. Though far from exhaustive, the bootstrap methods presented in this study are theoretically accurate, as presented by Mashreghi, Haziza & Léger (2016) . We need to emphasize though that a large number of variations of the bootstrap are available, depending on the focus of the analysis and the data at hand. First of all, the sampling procedure itself can lead, in the case of finite populations to different bootstrap methods. In our study, we used simple random sampling without replacement. Other methods are available, including mirror-match bootstrap and superpopulation bootstrap. The details of these methods can be found in Sitter (1992) and Davidson & Hinkley (1996) . All in all to show that finite population sampling is not a trivial matter and the effect of the sampling design should be accounted for. In practice, researchers can opt for stratified sampling, unequal sampling, etc. The study of the effect of the sampling design on the variability of the bibliometric indicators would be of interest. An important assumption of the methods presented is that the data at hand are independent and identically distributed. It has been frequently shown that the independence assumption is unrealistic and one can argue that, in this analysis, the citation counts of the publications at TU Delft are not independent. Bootstrap methods are available for dependent, though identically distributed data (Gonçalves & Politis, 2011) and it would be very interesting to investigate the existing dependencies and also the effect of those dependencies on the estimates and confidence intervals. Last, but definitely not the least, we reinforce the concepts of statistical sample and statistical population. A very important question evidently aims for the target of the analysis and therefore target population. As emphasized in Nane (2016) , the target population triggers the analysis and therefore the validates the use of finite population correction and bootstrap methods of computing the confidence intervals.
